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Mouse brain were subject to CCI then harvest 3 days 
after injury. They were then cut into 18um-thin section with a 
cryostat and deposited on standard glass slides.
Mass spectrometry

DESI IMS-MSI experiments were carried out using an
HDMS SYNAPT G2-Si mass spectrometer with Tri-Wave
technology (Waters Corporation, Wilmslow, UK) and a Cyclic
IMS (Waters Corporation, Wilmslow, UK) .

For imaging, the DESI source (figure 1A) used a high
precision XY stage moving the sample surface under the spray
for a pixel size 60 µm. A mixture of methanol and water (95:5
v/v, 0.1% formic acid) as a spray solvent was used. All MSI
data were acquired in positive ion mode and in the
Resolution MS Mode with an m/z range from 200 to 1200.
MS images were reconstructed using HDI software.

Salt deposition
5mg/ml solution in water/ACN was deposited using a

TM-Sprayer for uniformity. Condition were temperature
80OC, flow 0.1 ml/min, with a deposition of 10 layers.
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Addition of sodium salt for lipid brain imaging by DESI 

Figure 2. DESI-MS average mass spectra for the all brain and image of PC 32a:0 in positive ion mode (A) without addition of

Sodium (B) 5mM NaCl in spray solvent and (C) 10 Layers sprayed on top of tissue
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Brain tissue from mouse brain were image in DESI Positive ion mode. NaCl salt was added to the spray solvent or 
deposited on top of the tissue (Figure 2) .

Lipid changed in the CCI by DESI 

Without Sodium addition, the
signal of each lipid is divided in multiple
peaks. For phosphatidylcholines (PC),
the main peak are seen are protonated
(M+H)+ and potassium adduct (M+K)+.
The distribution observed is different
for both adducts and have a low spatial
resolution.

In contrary the addition of
sodium deposited on top of tissue have
shown and increase in signal and in
image resolution in the brain, even
though the parameter where the same
on all three images.

The addition of salt shows a higher
signal for basic lipids (phosphatidylcholine
PC, sphingomyelin SM, phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine PE, lysophosphatidylcholine
LysoPC) by DESI but has also allowed the
ionization of neutral lipids (Ceramide Cer,
cerebroside HexCer, Diacylglycerol DG) in
the brain in positive ion mode. It is of
particular interest in the case of CCI, where
we observe significant changes in most of
those species as early as 3 days after the
injury.

Imaging shows most of these changes
in the injury or surrounding tissue, but some
alteration is also observe on the
contralateral part of the brain. We observe a
decrease of most complex lipid in the area
studied, while an increase is observe in
backbone species.

Mobility for lipids comparison on Synapt vs Cyclic 

Novel Aspect 

Figure 3. DESI-MS images (A) in positive with Na deposited on top of the

tissue and (B) negative mode from mouse brain control and 3 days after CCI

Figure 1. (A) Schematic DESI Source and (B) brain picture 3

days after CCI

DESI-MSI for the analysis of lipid in tissue for the study
of TBI biomarker

Controlled cortical impact (CCI) model in mice provides
an easy and accurate method of investigating traumatic brain
injury (TBI). The localized nature of the injury, make it a
perfect candidate for imaging study.

Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MSI) is a surface analysis
which enable the localization of molecules in situ, e.g. lipids
directly within thin organ sections. Matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALDI) is the most routinely used
ionization method for MSI. However, this method has also
limitation such as overlapping peaks due to the matrix at
lower m/z and in source fragmentations.

Desorption Electrospray Ionization (DESI) has emerged
as a powerful ionization technique for lipid imaging. Here we
developed DESI MSI method for the study of lipids in the
mouse brain following CCI..

DESI is an effective means of ionizing phospholipids and sphingolipids and imaging them in
tissue, however their signal is highly dependent on salt. By adding sodium salt directly on top the
tissue prior to imaging, we were able to control the concentration of sodium by having a uniform
deposition.

In the CCI model, we can observe great change in the lipid composition inside the injury. In
particular we observe a decrease of the most complex lipid while Cer, DG and Fatty Acid show is in
contrary an increase inside the injury

Mobility was shown to be an effective way of separating isobar in particular in the case of
lipids in the brain.
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Lipids have a lot of variability in structure, creating
numerous isobaric ions. E.g. double bonds occur often in
lipids but the difference between 2 C13 (+2.0066) and a
double bond (2.0146) is very small. (At a mass of 800 it
requires more than 100K resolution for separation).

They are not easy to separate by MS/MS, but can be
separated by access to high resolution mobility of the
cyclic IMS.
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Figure 4. Overlay mass spectra simulation

for PC 36a:1+Na and PC 36a:0+Na

Figure 5. Images obtain for species at m/z 810 and 812 on the G2S Synapt and Cyclic ion mobility
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Negative ion mode imaging was also recorded. It allowed the
ionization of different phospholipids (phosphatidylinositol PI, PE,
phosphatidylserine PS) but also exhibited high signal at the lower
masses corresponding to fatty acids. While we also observe fatty
acids by MALDI, they are usually attributed mainly to in source
fragmentation. In the case of DESI their signals shows an
accumulation in the contour of the injury site while most complex
lipid show a decrease inside the injury region.

While the separation on the SYNAPT allow an easier identification of lipids some isobar ions stay
unresolved. Cyclic IMS increases greatly the separation available, which allow the separation of
those isobars. It is of a particular interest in disease model as we can observe a difference in
response here to CCI

PC 32a:0+K


